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CREATORS OF WEBSITES AND CAMPAIGNS EXPLORING NEW IDEAS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES 
 
TTDigitals is a name that exudes expertise and experience. With 3 years of dedicated work               
and effort in the field of website design services, TTDigitals is a passionate force and we                
promise to serve our clients with the highest degree of innovation and creativity. Ours is a                
paramount SEO company located in Pune, and has since its inception, bagged 100+ awards              
for steadfast effort in serving the absolute best to our clients. We are a paramount SEO                
Company, that considers gratification of our clients, the primary objective of rendering our             
services. 
 
TTDigital is India’s leading internet marketing company in Pune, focusing on imparting the             
best service with complete dedication. With more than 3 years of experience in the field of                
website designing TTDigitals is a passionate force and we promise to serve our clients with               
the highest degree of innovation and creativity. Ours Ours is a paramount SEO company              
located in Pune, and has since its inception, bagged 100+ awards for steadfast effort in               
serving the absolute best to our clients. We are a paramount SEO Company, that considers               
gratification of our clients, the primary objective of rendering  our services. 
 
 
Our journey has earned us the trust and support of people everywhere, as we have               
successfully served more than 298 clients with more than 387 complete projects! We             
continue to stand by our vision of delivering quality services, keeping our clients at the centre                
of our focus! 
 
Our company seeks to aid small, medium and traditional business, by helping them gain a               
presence and audience through digital media at economical prices, while also delivering the             
highest quality possible. This was also the vision of our founder, Hrishikesh Deshmukh who              
laid the foundational stones for the company in December in 2016, and hasn’t looked back               
since. 
He was a graduate from MIT Pune and a postgraduate from Prin L N Welingkar Institute of                 
Management, and has applied his knowledge readily for the growth and expansion of our              
company. 
 
 
Web Design 
Analytics 
UI Design 
Development 
Apps 
SEO and PPC 
 
We provide a myriad of diverse digital presence mediums and social media management             
solutions.  
 



 
OUR HISTORY  
 
The founder of TTDigitals, Hrishikesh Deshmukh discovered the unavailability of standard           
digital medium and services, especially for small and medium businesses. He was appalled             
by the materialistic attitudes of existing digital marketing services that seemingly exploited            
their clients through fraudulent assurances. The dismal nature of such services was the             
cornerstone for the founding of TTDigitals, a standard website marketing company in Pune             
and website design service provider that stays economical and affordable in its constitution.             
His relentless leadership as the Digital Marketing head has provided an impetus and             
amplification for the growth of the company.  
 
 
 
 
OUR ACHIEVEMENTS  
 
Ours is a steadily growing name in the digital media and website market. Within two years of                 
its inception, TTDigitals was able to provide its immaculate services to 70+ clients             
successfully. We have a strong 15+ member team specializing in SEO, Design, Digital             
Media Marketers and Developers, having wide-ranging experiences of having developed          
more than 500 websites. We are a team of specialists having mastered and optimized static,               
dynamic, e-commerce and web applications, while having administered and maximized          
marketing of a budget of more than Rs. 15 crore.  
 
We were able to grow and expand through the years, and the appreciation and steadfast               
acknowledgment and recommendations by clients availing our services has been our           
constant source of motivation. We wish to keep putting efforts in our endeavours in helping               
people realise their brand stories everywhere! 
 
 
DIGITAL MARKETING  :  
We aspire to give wings to your stories! Our brand reputation management focuses on              
turning brands into stories that speak to the audiences and talks about our client’s message!  
 
 
CONTENT STRATEGY : 
We aim to to deliver the stories of our clients through strategizing content and delivering the                
best of services to help in realizing their brand’s potential  
 
KEYWORD SEARCH :  
We help in increasing the social media presence of our clients, through many digital              
mechanisms such as keyword searches and management! Our clients are rest assured of             
having their brand’s presence be seen and felt everywhere!  
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Rule #2: Full tang is the way to go 
A “full tang” means a blade that extends till the entire length of the knife, from the tip to the                    
very end of the handle. It is essential for providing the strength you’ll need in many survival                 
situations. 

A partial tang is simply too flimsy in situations where you need to force the blade against a                  
hard object, or use the knife as a prying tool. The full tang knife is going to be much more                    
effective for prying or digging. Of course, this all comes at price in the weight of the knife but                   
9 times out of 10 I would stick with the full tang. 

The other problem with partial tang knives is that the blades can loosen and develop “play”                
in the handle, which becomes quite dangerous. With a full tang knife, even if the handle                
becomes damaged or falls off, you can wrap the tang in parachute cord or rope and still                 
have a fully usable tool. Not so with partial tang knives. Trust me. 

Survival knives to avoid 

Ugh, so much crap on the market today that I thought I’d leave you with some ones to steer                   
clear of. I could go on for ever here but there are a few choices that I wouldn’t want you to                     
waste your money on. 

Morakniv Companion 

First, let me say that I do like Morakniv but I see too many so called ‘experts’ out there                   
plugging the $20 Morakniv Companion as a survival knife. Sure it’s inexpensive but I              
struggle to recommend this as a primary survival knife. Poor quality, blade too thin, only               
partial tang, handle gets chewed up easily, sheath is flimsy… need I go on? Basically this                



knife looks great for about 5 minutes and then it just begins to fail at everything possible.                 
Your experience  may vary but I’m not impressed. 

Swiss Army Knives 

I love SAK’s as much as the next guy but they just don’t measure up as a serious survival                   
knife contender. Great for the kids’ first scouting knife…not so good for keeping you alive in                
the wilderness when the SHTF. 

Every “Rambo” Knife Ever 

But it looks so damn cool and comes with a complete fire, fishing, sewing, and bear trapping                 
kit right in the handle! Ha. Most of these knives are junk and not worth your time or money.                   
Don’t be swayed by the Hollywood style Rambo knife please. 

 

That’s it folks…feel free to shoot me any feedback using the contact form. 

 

Rule #2: FULL TANG IS THE WAY TO GO 

There are so many items in the market that we may not have knowledge of. Even products                 
like knives have a varied diversity across companies and also in terms of usage and               
functionality. Most buyers might not know what full tang is and one can find it tough to                 
understand when and how tang knives should be used but knowing the difference between              
them usually helps. 

A full tang means a blade that extends till the entire length of the knife, from the tip to the                    
very end of the handle. It is essential for providing strength and can come handy in a number                  
of survival situations. When it comes to usage and applications, the full tang knife is going to                 
be much more effective for prying, digging and a range of other hard-hitting activities. This of                
course comes at a price of an additional weight on the knife, however its multi-functional               
assets override the same.  

A partial tang, on the other hand, proves to be too flimsy in situations where you need to                  
force the blade against a hard object, or use the knife as a prying tool. It is not as hard-hitting                    
as required in some situations, and is not as effective in digging and prying. The other                
problem with partial tang knives is that the blades can loosen and develop ‘play ‘in the                
handle, which can be dangerous for usage.  

With a full tang knife, even if the handle becomes damaged or falls off, you can wrap the                  
tang in a parachute cord or rope and still have a fully usable tool. It renders the blade as                   



good as new and can be readily used for different purposes again! The same cannot be said                 
about partial tangs. Thus, it is plenty clear that it is the full tang which is worth a buyer’s                   
investment as it continues to be multi-purpose, as well as sturdy and durable even after               
continuous usage.  

Survival knives to avoid 

There are a lot of items in the market that do not serve much purpose but are sold at whims                    
and fancies of the sellers, misleading customers while not providing them with proper             
information. We thought to leave you with some items to stay clear of. Here we list out                 
certain knives that do not render any usage and are a waste of one’s money!  

 

 

1. Morakniv Companion 

Morakniv Companion is a classic case of misled information. Many experts give rave reviews              
about the Morakniv Companion being a $20 dollar survival knife. It might also appeal to the                
buyers because of its inexpensive nature. But, it cannot be recommended as a primary              
survival knife because of a variety of reasons. The knife is a partial tang and is of poor                  
quality. Its handles get chewed up easily and the sheath remains flimsy, which makes it               
difficult for durable usage. It basically looks like a great and handy knife for the first 5                 
minutes and then falls apart and fails to deliver. Your experience may vary, but in totality it is                  
not an impressive product and definitely isn't something you should waste your money on.  
 

2. Swiss Army Knives 

We love Swiss Army Knives as much as each and everyone of its loyal buyers, but they just                  
do not measure up as serious survival knife contenders. They can be used for lesser               
hard-hitting tasks and can be given to children as their first scouting knives, however they               
aren’t all that impressive in performance. They certainly cannot be used for digging and              
prying, and definitely would fail to deliver as a knife if applied to survival situations. Choose                
other knives that can actually be used for a number of purposes and use your money wisely! 

3. Every “Rambo” Knife Ever 

We agree as much as the next person that rambo knives look insanely cool. They give off                 
that might Hollywood feel and make it easy to sway buyers off that entire appeal. They come                 
with a whole package : a complete fire, fishing, sewing, and bear trapping kit right in the                 
handle! However, all that glitters is not gold. Most of these knives are flimsy and do not                 
deliver in performance. They are definitely not worth your time and money. Resist the urge to                
get swayed by such options and buy smart! 
 



And that's that! Hope we were able to provide you with some valuable information regarding               
these products! Feel free to shoot us some feedback through the contact form! 

 
 


